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INCREASING THE ADOPTION OF PRECISION AGRICULTURE IN AUSTRALIA

This event was made possible by the following partners



Like a meteorologist for your fi eld

John Deere Field Connect with new sensors
Forget about checking the radar. With John Deere Field Connect, you can see what weather 
and soil moisture conditions are like in your fi elds. Field Connect uses fi eld-installed probes 
and sensors to send information to a web-based interface where you can see the data on 
your computer or mobile device. And with new environmental sensors that measure air and 
soil temperature, wind speed, humidity, solar radiation, rainfall and leaf wetness, you’ll know 
exactly what’s going on above the ground and below the surface.

Independent U.S research* suggests using John Deere Field Connect to measure and record 
moisture levels can result in signifi cant costs savings and yield increases — as much as 2 inches 
(5 cm) per acre in reduced water plus reduced energy costs, and a 5.5-bushel per acre jump in 
corn yield.

Without delay or guesswork, Field Connect gives you the information you need to to protect 
your yields and reduce costs. See your John  Deere FarmSight™ Certifi ed dealer to learn more.

*Fonatanelle Hybrids, 2010. John Deere Field Connect Weather station available in Australia and New Zealand early 2014. JohnDeere.com.au/FieldConnect
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Crop Health Monitor

GEOSYS Crop Health Monitor gives you a new way to look at the 
progress of your paddocks every day. Via your tablet or PC, you can:

n  Know where to focus scouting efforts  
by paddock and within a paddock.

n  Monitor day-to-day performance of all 
the paddocks on your farm. 

n  Estimate yield by paddock and across 
your farm months before harvest.

Objective Info in an 
Easy-To-Use 
Personalized Dashboard  
n  Daily updates of vital statistical  

information displayed on maps.

n  Instant identification of paddocks  
performing above average, average  
and below average with the ability to 
prioritize for action.

n  Visual alert of areas that need  
immediate attention.

Now Serving Fresh 
Crop Insights Daily

Chart expansion highlights performance 
against other paddocks planted with the 
same crop in the same timeframe.

Daily dashboard highlights above average (black), average 
(white) and below average (red) paddocks.

Historic yield comparison charts compare 
performance of the same paddock with the 
same crop against previous years.

Paddock lists ranked in order make prioritizing 
paddock operations easy.

Find out today how 
to get paddock 

insights before your 
first cup of coffee. 
To learn more about 
the  GEOSYS Crop 

Health Monitor, contact 
Jim Castles at jim.

castles@geosys.com.

Crop Health Monitor

©2014 GEOSYS International,  Inc. All rights reserved. GEOSYS™ and the orb and 
satellite design are trademarks of GEOSYS International, Inc. 
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PROGRAM

TIME EVENT

9:00 AM Registration

9:20 AM Welcome – Neale Postlethwaite – SPAA Chair

9:30 AM Sponsor Address – John Deere

9:40 AM Andrew Whitlock – Managing critical factors that influence paddock variability

10:10 AM Michael Pfitzner – Counting the cost of compaction

10:40 AM Sponsor Address – Geosys

10:50 AM Morning Tea

11:30 AM Sponsor Address – NAB Agribusiness

11:40 AM Dr John Hornbuckle – Precision Irrigation – Accessing new tools 
and information for improving water management decisions

12:10 PM Russell Ford – Understanding variability 
in South West New South Wales rice crops

12:20 PM Sponsors Address  - Topcon

12:30 PM Lunch

01:15 PM Sponsor Address – CaseIH

01:25 PM Dr Andrew Hall – Precision Viticulture – Remote sensing and quality

01:55 PM Brendan Griffiths – PA applications in cotton: Looking back to move forward.

02:25 PM Sponsor Address – Grain Growers

02:30 PM Afternoon Tea

03:05 PM David Lamb – What will PA look like in 5-10 year’s time?

03:35 PM Panel Session: Making money from precision agriculture 
with Guiseppe Cuteri, Mark Bender, Michael Pfitzner & Russell Ford.

04:05 PM Close & PA Connections – Networking Drinks.
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ANDREW 
WHITLOCK
Office: 7 Learmonth Rd, 
Wendouree 3355
PO Box 1106, 
Wendouree Village 3355
M: 0458 312 589
P: 03 5329 2000
F: 03 5329 2099
E: andrew@precisionagriculture.com.au 

An Agricultural Science (hons) student from Melbourne uni (Parkville campus), 
Andrew began his working career with DPI Victoria as the state-wide Precision 
Agriculture Agronomist. This role involved significant training, study, domestic and 
international study fast-tracking his influence within the Victorian Grains Industry. 
Andrew’s passion for Australian agriculture and commitment to developing pre-
cision agriculture was recognised by the Australian Society of Agronomy as the 
inaugural Young Agronomist of the Year (2006). 

Andrew works closely with farmers and agronomists to implement site specific 
crop management, particularly throughout Victoria, Tasmania and Southern NSW. 
Over the past eight years this work has included strategic soil sampling, designing 
variable rate applications, crop sensor mapping, yield map analysis/interpreta-
tion, running on-farm trials, farm drainage designs, soil pH mapping, delivering PA 
workshops and participating in a range of industry projects.

MANAGING CRITICAL FACTORS 
THAT INFLUENCE PADDOCK VARIABILITY



Topcon offers a complete line of guidance, autosteering 
and precision machine control systems to help you: 
	 •		Increase efficiency
	 •		Improve yields
	 •		Reduce input costs 
	 •		Protect the environment
	 •		Enhance farm management
	 •		Optimize return on investment

Easy to learn and easy to use 
Powerful precision made easy

Advanced Technology
for Agriculture

www.topconpa.com
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MICHAEL 
PFITZNER
Dryland Broad acre Farming
Owner/ Manager
“Hill End” RMB 6185 Griffith 
NSW 2680
P: 02 6963 4859
E: fitz001@bigpond.com

HOW MUCH IS COMPACTION 
COSTING YOU?

Key Findings/Take Home Messages:

I didn’t think we had a major constraint from compaction 
until we saw Satellite imagery 
Residue management from the header is High priority 
The 3 most important things to know about CTF 
is Floatation, Floatation, Floatation

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:
My wife and I have 7000 acres north of Griffith. 2013 rainfall 
was 331mm and growing season rainfall was 187mm. My philoso-
phy is that we farm moisture. What we do with that moisture is up 
to us whether we grow crops or livestock but at the end of the day 
our profitability is driven by how good we are as moisture managers. 
In 2013 we achieved a wheat farm average of 3t/ha which works out 
to 26kg/mm WUE. Barley averaged 3.6 t/ha and 33kg/mm WUE.

We moved to a 12m CTF system 5 years ago because we could see the impact 
of random traffic and the closer we looked the easier it was to see.

PRESENTATION CONTENT/ RESULTS
A common question anyone in a CTF system gets asked is “Does it pay?” as in by 
the time you upgrade your machinery to matched multiple widths, does this system 
pay back the investment? Asking this question however assumes that you otherwise 
would never upgrade machinery. Also, most farmers suggest there is no problem to start 
with or at least assume that there is little penalty from doing what we’ve always done. 
Also then if we are limiting the paddock traffic to tramlines are we assuming the prob-
lem is magically fixed by not randomly trafficking a paddock?  

With the broadscale adoption of GPS autosteer it would be fair to say that most farms 
ARE controlling the traffic, just on different widths. If seeding and spraying manufac-
turers sold standard width machines of 9m, 10.5m, 12m, 15m, 18m, 21m or even 24m 
then I guarantee most farmers would be matched up without any effort. Harvester 
fronts are pretty much set now in 30’, 35’, 40’ and 50’ which is easy to match in with 
the seeding width. 

We settled on a 12m system because it suited our farming efficiencies. We seed with 
a 12m single disc seeder (typically at 18 ha/hr), spray with 36m 7000ltr SP 
boom spray (80 ha/hr) and harvest with a 40’ (12.2m) header width. We also spread 
fertiziser on 24m using a urea boom towing our aircart. Some farmers west of me 
are looking to match up 24m tyne seeders with 40’ header and 36m booms. 
Whatever the width, care must be given as to what efficiencies we need to achieve 
for each operation, taking into account future needs.
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Another advantage of matched widths is that you can easily match row spacings be-
tween seeding and spraying. Our disc seeder is set up on 272mm spacing and we 
also matched our nozzle spacing on the boomspray to be also on 272mm instead 
of the standard 500mm spacing. This gives us much better coverage between 
crop rows and in the summertime between stubble rows. We have an even number 
of seeding rows (44 units in 12m but only sow 42 excluding the track rows) 
and an uneven number of nozzle rows (133 nozzles which allows 1 nozzle overlap 
on the outside)

On farm trials become so much simpler and meaningful. Whether its double the fer-
tilizer or Zero fertilizer treatments replicated across the paddock we can now easily 
quantify how much bang for our buck we are getting because the yield data represents 
each treatment exactly! Over the last few years with low background N levels we could 
confidently apply solid rates of N knowing we would get economic response.

SO WHY DID WE CHANGE TO CTF?
In 2008 we ran a paddock scale trial specifically looking at liquid fertilizer v’s gran-
ular at comparative rates replicated across the width of the paddock. Given the run 
of dry years we didn’t want to rely solely on harvest yield data in case we missed 
a difference in biomass from the different treatments, so we took high resolution sat-
ellite imagery of the whole farm. The NDVI image showed us that we were causing 
some of the variability in growth in our fields as well as every wheel track that had 
passed over that field. We could also measure and identify what machine had cause 
the wheel track.

Photo 1.  – Change in direction of seeding (90°) from previous year.
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With 1 pass seeding, spraying down the same 
tracks but different to the seeder and a harvester 
that had a different set of tracks, not to mention 
a random chaser bin, we were running a wheel 
over 48% of the paddock!

Once we decided to head down the path of CTF 
it was surprising how many farmers and machin-
ery dealers were expert in why it wouldn’t work 
on these red sandy loam soils. This made me 
think of ways to confirm what we had at least 
seen in the satellite imagery. One thought was that 
the edge of the paddock next to the fence would 
not have the random traffic on the outside edge 
due to it being the first A-B lap of everything 
so just before we harvested a barley paddock 
in 2009 I weighed the heads from a half metre 
of each barley row and converted it to t/ha/row. This particular paddock was sown 
with a Morris Contour drill set up with liquid systems for the second year of our whole 
paddock trial. The machinery dealer lent us the unit with a tow between cart because 
he figured the bar would “fix” any compaction issues the tractor and aircart could po-
tentially create.

Rows 1-24 (excluding the wheeled rows) averaged 2.3 t/ha and returned 
a Gross Margin of $132/ha. The wheel tracks averaged 1.77 t/ha and returned a GM 
of $47/ha or $87/ha less than the outside rows. Rows 27-41 (where you could assume 
there was a history of random traffic) averaged 1.35 t/ha or -$20/ha GM or a net loss 
of revenue of $152/ha compared to runs 1-24. Interestingly the paddock averaged 
1.35t/ha, which means we had a loss of potential profit from this paddock in the order 
of $20,000. If this result was replicated across the whole farm then we could assume 
a loss of profit of $425,000

Photo 2 – Water ponding on the wheel tracks even though the seeder 
sowed over them.

Photo 3.  The yield of each row starting on the left closest to the fence.
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What are we doing to address compaction? Because these soils are red san-
dy loams, there is very little shrink / swell that you would typically find in heavier 
self-mulching soils. This means these soils aren’t going to fix themselves any time soon. 
What we hope will happen over time is that by growing plants with penetrative root 
systems, the root canals left behind will enable future crop roots to access the subsoil 
the same way.

Considerable fuel savings can be achieved from our sprayer staying on the hard tram-
lines. In 2012 our sprayer clocked up 328 hrs. It used on average 13.67 l/hr of diesel 
compared to 18.6 l/hr when spraying off my tracks. Another benefit I have found is less 
dust when spraying. This means I have virtually no dust tie up problems when summer 
spraying. The other advantage is that we can traffic paddocks a lot earlier after rain 
than we otherwise would. Care must be taken not to bog up these tracks however 
and tyre size needs to be carefully considered before trafficking a wet paddock. 
2010 was one of the wettest years we have experienced in quite some time and with 
a wet harvest as well we learnt that we needed more floatation than what we had. 

Photos 4 & 5, canola roots growing unimpeded from soil near the fence, and canola roots finding it hard to penetrate compacted 
soils.

Photos 6 & 7 – Safflower roots trying to break through the compaction, and the compaction layer.  We have also tried deep ripping 
in some areas with mixed results.
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We bought a second hand set of 1250 tyres to go on the harvester and 650 tyres to go 
on the SP sprayer. This made a world of difference to what we could now drive over 
without impacting much damage. 

The down side to permanent wheel tracks is they occasionally need some mainte-
nance. They are our roads in the paddock and if they become rough, then spraying 
or chaser bin driving and spreading can become hard work. We have a track renova-
tor which is great for filling in sunken tracks. We have modified it with a grading blade 
to try and level and fill other tracks. Some fence lines that were removed to enable 
us to change paddock layout, have still been a challenge to level up satisfactorily. 
On sloped ground under heavy rainfall events, these hard wheel tracks can be more 
prone to erosion due to the increased speed the water is travelling at. We experienced 
this in 2012 after 170mm of rain fell in less than 24hrs. Interestingly the first running 
water and the last trickle of water do the damage! 

The permanent tracks have become a way for paddocks to drain if there is more rain 
falling than can infiltrate into the ground (provided layout is down slope) and they can 
also be handy to allow paddocks to recharge because when the dry out they can crack 
open. I am surprised how many of my tramlines have cracks in them at the moment. 
This is a good thing because if we get heavy rain, I know these tracks will help fill 
the profile again.

CONCLUSIONS - IF I WAS STARTING AGAIN, 
WOULD THERE BE ANYTHING I’D DO DIFFERENTLY?
One thing we quickly learned was how inadequate harvesters spread chaff and 
straw. The concentration of residue makes uniform seeding difficult for disc seeders 
and causes balling up of stubble with tyne seeders. After 2010 harvest we realized 
we needed to address this issue so we fitted a MAV Redekop chopper to our header 
which improved the spread of chaff and straw considerably. This is something that 
we need to push manufacturers to do regardless of whether you are on CTF or not. 
With the latest trend into windrow burning, how well harvesters can place a narrow 
windrow is also important. It may also be beneficial to place only chaff on the wheel 
tracks. All options need to be considered. 

Also SP sprayers on 380 tyres are not good. Some people refer to these tyres as pizza 
cutters and in wet conditions they will do the most damage to the tramlines. 520/85R46 
tyres will be much better. Currently we have 2 sets of wheels and tyres for our sprayer. 
When its wet I run 650 tyres and when its dry or when applying late fungicide/ 24D 
we run the 380’s.

Am I seeing the benefits? Yes, Our crops are more even than they were and our water 
use efficiency is improving. Combined with disc seeding we are seeing more and more 
roots in the soil and residue is building on the surface layer.



Delivering integrated services, information and 
advice to landholders across the Riverina:

•	 agricultural	advice	&	livestock	management
•	 plant	and	animal	disease	management
•	 biosecurity
•	 emergency	management	assistance
•	 natural	resource	management

Phone 1300 795 299
www.riverina.lls.nsw.gov.au
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WHAT DO WE DO?
LOCAL PEOPLE, LOCAL SERVICES

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
Murray LLS now provides the extension 
services previously undertaken by the 
Department of Primary Industries, linking 
you with the latest research and practical 
information. – we have specialists in 
irrigation, mixed farming (cropping/grazing), 
and grazing systems (livestock).

NATURAL RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT 
Practical environmental management 
projects and advice, from on-ground works 
to specialist information, for landholders 
and community groups, from soil carbon 
and erosion management to practical 
support of Landcare and producer groups, 
and work to help threatened species of 
plants and animals survive and thrive.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
We work in conjunction with other emergency 
management organisations to help affected 
landholders when natural disasters occur, 
such as bushfire and floods, and disease 
emergencies, eg. Avian influenza.

BIOSECURITY

ANIMAL HEALTH
Preventing the introduction, controlling 
or eradicating animal and plant pests, 
diseases and weeds from impacting on your 
business and the environment.  Local Land 
Services collects samples, identifies pests 
and develops plans to minimise the effect 
on animal health.

PEST ANIMAL CONTROL
Murray LLS supplies fox and rabbit baits, 
conducts baiting on TSRs and works with 
other agencies and landholders to manage 
feral pigs and wild dogs. We have a range 
of  services to support baiting and help 
landholders control feral pests.

TRAVELLING STOCK RESERVES 
The Travelling Stock Reserves in the 
Murray region, previously managed by 
Hume and Riverina LHPAs will continue 
to be managed with many of the same 
staff involved. Contact our offices for 
information and permits.

MURRAY LOCAL LAND SERVICES
We work in partnership with a wide range 
of  land managers, producer groups, 
Landcare and the wider community. 
These include:  Farmers, public and 
private land managers; Local Government; 
Landcare and Producer Groups; Industry 
groups; Aboriginal communities; 
Schools; and special interest groups.

We have been formed by the 
amalgamation of the former Hume 
and part of Riverina LHPA with Murray 
CMA and extension services of NSW 
Department of Primary Industries. 

Management is by a local Board. The 
Chair is Mrs. Alex Anthony (Moulamein), 
with Board members: Richard Bull 
(Holbrook); David Wolfenden (Rand); 
Jennie Hehir (Finley); Ken Crossley 
(Deniliquin); Graham Allitt (Deniliquin) 
and Terry Gorman (Balranald).

Our funding to work with landholders 
and local communities comes from 
investment by the NSW and Australian 
Governments and our ratepayer base.

Find Out More - 
Phone 1300 795 299 
www.murray.lls.nsw.gov.au

Regional Profile 2014_LLS_Flyer.indd   1 4/06/14   4:17 PM



storedgrain.com.au

Get the latest stored grain information online

www.grdc.com.au    www.storedgrain.com.au    02 6166 4500

Booklets and fact sheets on 
all things grain storage

´ Economics of on-farm storage

´ Grain storage hygiene

´ Aeration cooling or drying

´ Managing high moisture

´ Fumigation

´ Insect pest management

´ Managing different storages

´ Storage facility design

´ Storing pulses and oilseeds

Workshops in all regions 
covering topics such as:

´ Peter Botta 
pbotta@bigpond.com 
0417 501 890

Contact your regional 
specialist to arrange a 
workshop

SOUTHERN REGION
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DR. JOHN 
HORNBUCKLE
Research Team Leader 
Irrigation Hydrology CSIRO 
Land and Water  
P: 02 6960 1583 
M: 0429 862 920 
www.csiro.au/people/John.
Hornbuckle.aspx 
www.irrigateway.net/

PRECISION IRRIGATION
ACCESSING NEW TOOLS 
& INFORMATION FOR IMPROVING 
WATER MANAGEMENT DECISIONS
Increasing productivity and profitability in irrigated agriculture 
with reduced water availability will be a major challenge in the com-
ing decade. The concept of precision irrigation offers the potential 
to improve water use productivity through more tailored manage-
ment of irrigation taking into account spatial variability in crop 
performance and water use needs. One of the key components 
to making precision irrigation techniques feasible is accurate spatial 
information on crop water needs.

Recent advances in remote sensing using platforms such as Land-
sat and the free availability of data and software to analyse these 
images offer huge potential for precision irrigation applications. 
The use of this information, particularly visible and near infrared 
light wavelengths, used for determining vegetation indexes offer the 
potential to provide site specific crop water use information down 
to 30x30m on current satellite platforms (Landsat) and soon 10x10m with the launch 
of the Sentinel-2 satellite platform. These indexes, particularly the Normalised Differ-
ence Vegetation Index (NDVI) have the potential to be used for providing site specific 
crop water use information for irrigation management and can also be used when 
combined with reference weather forecast information to provide 7 day forecasts 
of crop water needs.

This presentation outlines these technologies and current uses within the irrigation in-
dustry for water management. The presentation will also provide details on new tools 
such as the Google Earth Engine https://earthengine.google.org/#intro which are pro-
viding global near real time access to this satellite data in simple to access ways 
for end users.

http://www.csiro.au/people/John.Hornbuckle.aspx
http://www.csiro.au/people/John.Hornbuckle.aspx
http://www.irrigateway.net/
https://earthengine.google.org/%23intro


Case IH Australia

FULLY INTEGRATED 
OPEN-ARCHITECTURE TECHNOLOGY 
THAT ISN’T AFRAID TO GET ITS HANDS DIRTY
AFS delivers an integrated, less complex precision farming solution, built right into our equipment 
using a single display across machines. Built on open architecture, AFS can interface with your 
existing equipment, no matter what colour it is. And our specialists in the field and at our dealerships 
are there to help you maximise your operation’s potential and keep you rolling 24/7/365.

To learn more, see your Case IH dealer or visit www.caseih.com
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RUSSELL 
FORD
Manager 
Rice Research Australia
E: rfrod@rrapl.com
P: 03 5886 1391 
M: 0429 425 798

UNDERSTANDING 
VARIABILITY IN 
SOUTH WEST 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
RICE CROPS
PURPOSE
Rice growing in Australia is on a large mechanised scale using 
large fields with individual bunded bays from one to eight hectares. 
With the introduction of harvesting equipment with Yield Monitor-
ing technology, farmers have noticed that yields within a field may 
vary from 4 to 16 tonne per hectare. This project aims to collect 
soil, water and temperature data from nine grower fields across a 
four year period to develop an understanding of the major drivers 
of within-field yield variability.

APPROACH 
AND METHODS USED
Nine rice farming businesses were selected from a wide geographical spread of 
the Australian Rice Growing region. These farmers were all selected as they were tech-
nically minded and all using yield monitoring equipment on their harvesting equipment. 
Andrew Whitlock from PrecisionAgriculture.com.au is an Australian company well 
experienced in evaluating spatial data and delivering extension to farmers across Aus-
tralia, and is the principal investigator in this project. Layers of data collected include 
Electromagnetic surveys (EM38 & EM31), Historical Yield Maps, Field Elevation Levels, 
Crop Establishment, Crop Biomass @ Panicle Initiation (Normalised Difference Vegeta-
tion Index), Water Temperatures, Water Depth Levels, Soil Nutrient/Chemical Analysis, 
Air Temperature, Rice Variety, Sowing Time and Harvest Time.

KEY RESULTS
Although this project has been only running for two years, field levelling (water depth/
temperature) have shown to play a major role in rice yield variability in fields with 
adequate nutrition and establishment. This emphasises the importance of establishing 
a level field as a starting point for managing within-field yield variability. For paddocks 
which have been levelled with traditional “cut & fill” levelling techniques, “cut” areas 
usually return less yield due to poorer establishment and reduced nutrient supply.
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SYNTHESIS 
AND APPLICATIONS
Advanced levelling techniques such as “Topsoiling” will minimise the variable yield 
effect caused by land forming. Variable rate nutrition (with a focus on phosphorus, 
nitrogen and zinc) has also proven to minimise yield variability caused by “Cut & Fill” 
land forming.

Educating farmer groups to the benefits of accurate surface levelling and treating “cut” 
areas with adequate nutrition will be the outcome of the early stages of this project.

This technology is relevant to larger bay areas, but is still applicable where water con-
trol is poor.





	  

Yenda Producers has been servicing the Precision Agriculture requirements 
of farmers in the MIA for over 14 years.  

We are on the ground in your local area. We understand the agronomics and 
financial aspects of your farming business. 

We can provide large area 

• Variable rate seeding and fertiliser recommendations 
• Satellite and Aerial Imagery services  
• Variable Rate top dressing 
• Yield data processing and Analysis 
• Manage PA data 
 

 

Yenda Producers also supports “Variable Rate Manure Spreading” on dry-
land and irrigation farming systems - including rice and cotton. 

For more information on how to adopt, implement and manage Precision 
Agriculture on your farm call your local branch of Yenda Producers. 
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BRENDAN 
GRIFFITHS 
University of New England 
Griffiths Agriculture 
Goondiwindi
E: bgriffi2@une.edu.au
M :0427 715990

PRECISION AG IN COTTON
LOOKING BACKWARDS 
TO LOOK FORWARDS
This presentation reviews the use of precision agricultural tech-
nology and methods in the Australian cotton industry over the 
past twenty years. In the early 90’s it was all about soil nutri-
ent levels and   variable rate fertiliser application. In the later 90’s 
we began yield mapping, and it was all about identification 
of variability within field and tailoring inputs. Early after the turn of 
the century we began to move in to the ‘modern age’ and using mul-
tiple layer analysis, including yield maps and NDVI/ satellite imagery, 
overlaying cut/fill, EM technology, topographical mapping, 
and could do site specific ground-truthing of data, but still didn’t 
really have the application or technology to make significant 
and broad scale improvement in either efficiency and/or production. 
Ten years later we are now embracing GIS / precision Ag with some gusto. 
We are beginning overcome cross-disciplinary issues of agronomists 
applying technology and analysis developed by engineers in terms 
of the interpretation and application of the technology, and vice versa. 
We have also seen massive improvements in the technology, and analytical capaci-
ty, available to generate accurate and site specific information related to within field 
variability. With these changes in technology and methods, there has been some 
interesting changes in focus with respects to the impact of plant available water, 
and its impact on crop yields and whole farm efficiencies.



Grain quality, the Australian way.

The take-anywhere answer to your grain quality questions...

Price: GrainVantageTM sets a new benchmark in NIR pricing and will sell for under $10,000 ex GST.

Accurate: The GrainVantageTM results are aligned using the NMI  
(National Measurement Institute) certified IM 9500 analyser so 
you can be sure the data is accurate. The GrainVantageTM comes 
to you factory tested and calibrated.

Rugged: Designed for Australian conditions, this rugged 
instrument is ideal for use on-farm, at grain storage facilities and 
at grain processing sites. New, rugged optics and an automated 
dust shutter ensure reliable, low maintenance operation.

Portable: Compact, light enough to hand carry and powered by 
240V, 12V, or battery (up to 2 hours), the GrainVantageTM goes 
with you where you need it most: in the ute, in the cab of the 
header and to the silo.

GPS: The GrainVantageTM is equipped with a GPS to provide 
accurate, location specific grain quality results. This assists with 
generating protein maps on-farm to make efficient harvesting 
and binning decisions.

GrainGrowers and Perten Instruments Australia have worked together to 
develop the next generation NIR instrument for protein, moisture and oil  
content in whole grains and oilseeds. The GrainVantageTM, released in 2013,  
is a must have tool to better manage your grain.

GrainVantageTM Specifications:

Size: 335(h) x 270(l) x 270(d) (mm)

Weight: 7kg

Analysis Time: 40 seconds

Sample Size: 300 grams

Cost: Under $10,000 ex GST

GrainVantageTM  Calibrations:
Moisture Protein Oil

Wheat Yes Yes –

Barley Yes Yes –

Canola Yes – Yes

Chickpea Yes Yes – 

Sorghum Yes Yes –

For further information:
Email: enquiry@graingrowers.com.au
Tel: 1800 620 519
Web: www.graingrowers.com.au
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WHAT WILL PA LOOK LIKE 
IN 5 – 10 YEARS?

…There are strange days 
Full of change on the way 
But we’ll be fine, unlike some 
I’ll be leaning forward, to see what’s coming… 
 —Slim Dusty (“Looking Forward, Looking Back”)

The persistence of a technology in industry, and its ongoing refine-
ment and improvement can be considered a measure of its suc-
cess. Since the ‘popular precision agriculture’ movement kicked off 
in the early nineties with GPS, yield monitoring and remote sensing, 
we’ve witnessed no less than 2 orders of magnitude:

1. Increase in the positional accuracy of GPS-based positioning 
which is now the cornerstone of in-field implement guidance 
and will be the lynch-pin of autonomous control and intelligent 
systems;

2. Increase in the spatial resolution of remote sensing systems 
deployable over agricultural fields, generating more and more data for analysis;

3. Increase in the speed of computer data handling and processing techniques 
allowing for rapid, data-to-information conversion techniques, capable of inform-
ing ‘live response processes’;

4. Increase in the number of published PA cycle diagrams linking ‘observations 
to decisions to actions’ [not really, but I always wanted to say that!]; and a

5. Decrease in the size and cost of airborne and on-ground vehicles capable 
of deploying sensing techniques over our farms (think ‘RPAs’ and ‘spiders’).

And we hear now that the role of internet in agriculture is fast approaching a ‘third 
wave’; ‘Wave 1’ was connecting people to data via www (1990’s); ‘Wave 2’ was about 
connecting people to people, via Facebook and Twitter (2000’s); and ‘Wave 3’ will 
connect people to ‘things’ (2010-). In the context of PA, we are all still working to get 
the best out of the first two waves, with plenty more for us all to do, but this new-
est ‘phase’ will probably redefine the meaning of ‘precision agriculture’- again! 
Advances in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) coupled with in-situ, low-cost sen-
sors of soil moisture, plant biomass and local climate conditions; the so-called 
‘internet of things’, means our fields are set to become sources of high quality, 
local yet synoptic, real-time, biophysical data. This data is suitable to integrate 
with plant growth and water-nutrient flux models to quantify the growth and develop-
ment of our crops and pastures in real time. Add to this intelligent and autonomous 
systems; both on ground and in the air.
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Our PA future is inextricably linked to our ability to ‘connect’ farms; in other words 
the internet, and high-speed internet for that matter. The recent review of NBN Co’s 
satellite and fixed-wireless programmes estimated the demand for high-speed inter-
net in rural and regional Australia to be three times greater than originally anticipated 
only 6 years earlier. PA now, and certainly in the next 5 -10 years will be about 
our ability to communicate with, within and between farms. Connection and communi-
cation is the key. And remember, we face the prospect of fewer people on the ground 
to put this all to work on the ground, not more, so we better get on top of the full 
PA cycle that we hear so much about .

DISCLAIMER

The information in this publication is presented in good faith and is 
intended as a guide only.  Neither SPAA nor its editors or contributors 
to this publication represent that the contents are accurate or com-
plete.  Readers who may act on information within this publication do 
so at their own risk.
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